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applications. This line of products embraces all-purpose complete cooling systems 
that comply with European or American Standards, is suited for normal or rugged 
environmental operating conditions, is powered by AC-, DC- or hydraulic-motor-driven 
fans and is also available with noise-optimized models.
All of AKG’s solutions have been developed with state-of-the-art technology, produced 
in compliance with the highest quality standards and are comprehensively tested in 
the company’s own research and test facility.

-  High-Performance cooling assemblies 

-  DC motor powered fan
-  The heat is transferred from the medium to be cooled to the ambient air -  Cool                   
er can be universally used in hydraulic oil, transmission oil, engine oil, lubri

cating oil and coolant circuits - For the cooling of mineral oil, synthetic oil, biological 

and HFD liquids and water with at least 50 per cent of antifreeze and anticorrosive 
additives (other media available)

- Can be exposed to operating pressures of up to  26 bar 

BENEfITS
-  Largest and most comprehensive series of mobile hydraulic coolers -  Highly flexible 
complete, ready-to-use cooling packages -  Compact and robust design, field-tested 
during many years of use in rugged real life 

conditions -  Best heat transfer results per given cooler size due to comprehensive 

development
-  Highest quality due to professional engineering and in-house manufacturing
-  Available from stock or at short notice

           

FLEXIBLE HOLLOW PROFILE

Серията Amberline охладители се състои от различни модели за мобилни и стационарни
 
 
приложения. Тази линия продукти обхваща универсални цялостни охладителни системи,
 
 
които отговарят на европейски и американски стандарти. Подходящи са за нормални и
 
 
тежки условия на работа. Вентилаторите се захранват от електромотори с постоянно или
 
 
променливо напрежение, както и с хидравлични мотори. Охладителните тела са изработени
 
 

от алуминий и са защитени със допълнителен слой боя. Приложими са за тежка
 
 
механизация, минни машини, агромашини и стационарни системи (напр. хидравлични преси,
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компресори и тн.). Серията включва 6 модела:

     - C-AL-4.0

     - C-AL-5.0

     - C-AL-6.0

     - C-AL-9.0

     - C-AL-10.0

     - C-AL-15.0



Selection by Specific Heat Rejection
1. Input Data: Example
Required Heat Rejection P = 30 kW

Oilflow through Cooler V = 150 l/min

Oil Inlet Temperature T_Oil 70 °C

Cooling Airflow Temperature T_CAF 30 °C

2. Determination of Specific Heat Rejection:

Entering-Temperature-Difference ETD = 70 °C - 30 °C = 40 K

Required Specific Heat Rejection P/ETD 30 kW/40 K = 0,75 kW/K

3. Select According to Diagram and Result: Next higher curve
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За разлика във входящата температура в размер на 30°C

Дебит [l/min]

Диаграма на охлаждаща мощност
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C-AL-4.0

C-AL-9.0
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1.The cooler should be design, manufacturing & testing according
    to the standard <<NB/T47006-2009>> & the confirmed drawing
    by customer;
2.Shaping the core before assembling and welding, chamfering the
    welding place (4x45 ), diagonal error≤2mm,warping error≤0.5mm;
3. Welding seam should be smooth & straight, no defect, penetration
     bead, after welding, should pledge the perpendicularity;
4. Shaping again before pressure test, diagonal error≤2mm,warping
     error≤0.5mm;
5. Air leakage test pressure 35 Bar for 5minutes in water; should there 
    be not any leakage for cooler;
6. After test clean the inner and outer channels using compress air
    until no water residual;
7. All drillings closed with plastic stoppers; threads with finish cut 
    and planed; adjust the shape of outside fin; paint RAL9005.

1.The cooler should be design, manufacturing & testing according
    to the standard <<NB/T47006-2009>> & the confirmed drawing
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2.Shaping the core before assembling and welding, chamfering the
    welding place (4x45 ), diagonal error≤2mm,warping error≤0.5mm;
3. Welding seam should be smooth & straight, no defect, penetration
     bead, after welding, should pledge the perpendicularity;
4. Shaping again before pressure test, diagonal error≤2mm,warping
     error≤0.5mm;
5. Air leakage test pressure 35 Bar for 5minutes in water; should there 
    be not any leakage for cooler;
6. After test clean the inner and outer channels using compress air
    until no water residual;
7. All drillings closed with plastic stoppers; threads with finish cut 
    and planed; adjust the shape of outside fin; paint RAL9005.

1.The cooler should be design, manufacturing & testing according
    to the standard <<NB/T47006-2009>> & the confirmed drawing
    by customer;
2.Shaping the core before assembling and welding, chamfering the
    welding place (4x45 ), diagonal error≤2mm,warping error≤0.5mm;
3. Welding seam should be smooth & straight, no defect, penetration
     bead, after welding, should pledge the perpendicularity;
4. Shaping again before pressure test, diagonal error≤2mm,warping
     error≤0.5mm;
5. Air leakage test pressure 35 Bar for 5minutes in water; should there 
    be not any leakage for cooler;
6. After test clean the inner and outer channels using compress air
    until no water residual;
7. All drillings closed with plastic stoppers; threads with finish cut 
    and planed; adjust the shape of outside fin; paint RAL9005.

1.The cooler should be design, manufacturing & testing according
    to the standard <<NB/T47006-2009>> & the confirmed drawing
    by customer;
2.Shaping the core before assembling and welding, chamfering the
    welding place (4x45 ), diagonal error≤2mm,warping error≤0.5mm;
3. Welding seam should be smooth & straight, no defect, penetration
     bead, after welding, should pledge the perpendicularity;
4. Shaping again before pressure test, diagonal error≤2mm,warping
     error≤0.5mm;
5. Air leakage test pressure 35 Bar for 5minutes in water; should there 
    be not any leakage for cooler;
6. After test clean the inner and outer channels using compress air
    until no water residual;
7. All drillings closed with plastic stoppers; threads with finish cut 
    and planed; adjust the shape of outside fin; paint RAL9005.
8.electronic fan；voltage：12VDC/24VDC.

Technical specification:
1.The cooler should be design, manufacturing & testing according
    to the standard <<NB/T47006-2009>> & the confirmed drawing
    by customer;
2.Shaping the core before assembling and welding, chamfering the
    welding place (4x45 ), diagonal error≤2mm,warping error≤0.5mm;
3. Welding seam should be smooth & straight, no defect, penetration
     bead, after welding, should pledge the perpendicularity;
4. Shaping again before pressure test, diagonal error≤2mm,warping
     error≤0.5mm;
5. Air leakage test pressure 35 Bar for 5minutes in water; should there 
    be not any leakage for cooler;
6. After test clean the inner and outer channels using compress air
    until no water residual;
7. All drillings closed with plastic stoppers; threads with finish cut 
    and planed; adjust the shape of outside fin; paint RAL9005.

1.The cooler should be design, manufacturing & testing according
    to the standard <<NB/T47006-2009>> & the confirmed drawing
    by customer;
2.Shaping the core before assembling and welding, chamfering the
    welding place (4x45 ), diagonal error≤2mm,warping error≤0.5mm;
3. Welding seam should be smooth & straight, no defect, penetration
     bead, after welding, should pledge the perpendicularity;
4. Shaping again before pressure test, diagonal error≤2mm,warping
     error≤0.5mm;
5. Air leakage test pressure 35 Bar for 5minutes in water; should there 
    be not any leakage for cooler;
6. After test clean the inner and outer channels using compress air
    until no water residual;
7. All drillings closed with plastic stoppers; threads with finish cut 
    and planed; adjust the shape of outside fin; paint RAL9005.

AluminiumМатериал
Номинално налягане 25 bar
Тестово налягане 35 bar
Макс. температура 120°C

Минерални масла- hl, hlp, водно-маслена емулсия.

Препоръчваме инсталирането на байпас клапан в паралелна връзка с охладителя, за да го предпази по време на
стартирането.
Уверете се, че няма пречки на въздушния поток.

Поддръжка
Почистване на маслената част
Промиването с почистващ препарат или обезмасляващ продукт, съвместим с алуминий, елиминира замърсяването.
За да премахнете остатъчните замърсявания, използвайте сгъстен въздух.

Почистване на въздушната част
Може да се използва сгъстен въздух или вода, като се внимава да не се наранят ламелите.
За премахването на масло или грес използвайте струя пара или гореща вода.
Уверете се че електромотора е изключен и добре защитен.

Съвместимост с течности

Инсталация

Данни за радиационната маса
Технически характеристики
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C-AL-5.0

1.The cooler should be design, manufacturing & testing according
    to the standard <<NB/T47006-2009>> & the confirmed drawing
    by customer;
2.Shaping the core before assembling and welding, chamfering the
    welding place (4x45 ), diagonal error≤2mm,warping error≤0.5mm;
3. Welding seam should be smooth & straight, no defect, penetration
     bead, after welding, should pledge the perpendicularity;
4. Shaping again before pressure test, diagonal error≤2mm,warping
     error≤0.5mm;
5. Air leakage test pressure 35 Bar for 5minutes in water; should there 
    be not any leakage for cooler;
6. After test clean the inner and outer channels using compress air
    until no water residual;
7. All drillings closed with plastic stoppers; threads with finish cut 
    and planed; adjust the shape of outside fin; paint RAL9005.
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C-AL-6.0
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C-AL-10.0

1.The cooler should be design, manufacturing & testing according
    to the standard <<NB/T47006-2009>> & the confirmed drawing
    by customer;
2.Shaping the core before assembling and welding, chamfering the
    welding place (4x45 ), diagonal error≤2mm,warping error≤0.5mm;
3. Welding seam should be smooth & straight, no defect, penetration
     bead, after welding, should pledge the perpendicularity;
4. Shaping again before pressure test, diagonal error≤2mm,warping
     error≤0.5mm;
5. Air leakage test pressure 35 Bar for 5minutes in water; should there 
    be not any leakage for cooler;
6. After test clean the inner and outer channels using compress air
    until no water residual;
7. All drillings closed with plastic stoppers; threads with finish cut 
    and planed; adjust the shape of outside fin; paint RAL9005.
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C-AL-15.0

1.The cooler should be design, manufacturing & testing according
    to the standard <<NB/T47006-2009>> & the confirmed drawing
    by customer;
2.Shaping the core before assembling and welding, chamfering the
    welding place (4x45 ), diagonal error≤2mm,warping error≤0.5mm;
3. Welding seam should be smooth & straight, no defect, penetration
     bead, after welding, should pledge the perpendicularity;
4. Shaping again before pressure test, diagonal error≤2mm,warping
     error≤0.5mm;
5. Air leakage test pressure 35 Bar for 5minutes in water; should there 
    be not any leakage for cooler;
6. After test clean the inner and outer channels using compress air
    until no water residual;
7. All drillings closed with plastic stoppers; threads with finish cut 
    and planed; adjust the shape of outside fin; paint RAL9005.

1.The cooler should be design, manufacturing & testing according
    to the standard <<NB/T47006-2009>> & the confirmed drawing
    by customer;
2.Shaping the core before assembling and welding, chamfering the
    welding place (4x45 ), diagonal error≤2mm,warping error≤0.5mm;
3. Welding seam should be smooth & straight, no defect, penetration
     bead, after welding, should pledge the perpendicularity;
4. Shaping again before pressure test, diagonal error≤2mm,warping
     error≤0.5mm;
5. Air leakage test pressure 35 Bar for 5minutes in water; should there 
    be not any leakage for cooler;
6. After test clean the inner and outer channels using compress air
    until no water residual;
7. All drillings closed with plastic stoppers; threads with finish cut 
    and planed; adjust the shape of outside fin; paint RAL9005.
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